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New style in teaching word

processing

Mátyás Arató and Gyöngyi Bujdosó

Abstract. Teaching word processing is confined to looking through some menus and
showing some functions of a word processor program, although technology presents just
a small part of forming layouts. This fact causes that people who are writing documents
spend a lot of time by trying to form, e.g., title pages or inner pages.

The present paper deals with a design of an online course on word processing that
fits better the needs of many users. The online course is designed for teaching (LA)TEX
by leading the students to the technical issues of the typesetting system through layout
and grammar rules: demonstrates the most important basic recommendations of typog-
raphy and grammar rules through samples, and shows how to program the currently
displayed layout in the (LA)TEX programming languages. This methodology suits better
the common working habit, and can be a useful help in word processing documents.

Key words and phrases: teaching word processing, teaching (LA)TEX, online learning
course, typography and layouts in teaching informatics.
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1. Introduction

Word processing is one of the most frequent activities performed by computer

users. Anyone can use one or more programs for preparing documents. Most of

them learn it in schools or read user guides on how to center and enlarge text for

making headings, but sometimes – for example, when a title page is needed – they
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need other information such as the size of letters or vertical spaces to be chosen

above and below the headings. Another problem is that the default settings of

the standard style sheets of all of the word processing softwares make the layouts

uniform, and do not care about what the typographical traditions of the country

in question recommend, because the localized versions of the softwares do not

cover the localizations of the layouts of the style sheets.

Based on more than sixteen years of teaching word processing with the neces-

sary recommendations of typography for students (whose specializations include

mathematics, informatics, physics, foreign languages or philosophy), it is safe to

say that, in general, their knowledge on this field is superficial, it is on a mini-

mal level concerning layouts as well as capabilities of the applied word processor.

When they have to prepare a document with special layouts, they have problems

with the sizes of letters or margins to be chosen, etc.

Students who realize that more information is needed for preparing decorative

layouts decide to learn word processing at courses, but only 20–30% of them has

the possibility to join one ([5]). That is why we decided to put the complete

material of the course onto the web making possible for students to learn about

programs and typography or anybody else anywhere and anytime, that is to say

helping people in life long learning.

In the present paper, after a survey of the state of the art of teaching word

processing as well as the review of available books and online help on word pro-

cessing, we present the main topics and focuses of the curriculum in brief, and

draw the central goals and methodologies in designing the online course.

2. Teaching word processing

Considering the frequency of using word processors, the bibliography on

teaching word processing is quite short when compared to teaching other fields

of informatics. In addition, most of these articles deal with teaching word pro-

cessing to disabled people or how to use word processors in teaching people with

similar disadvantages (see, e.g., [15]) while other papers are on how to teach the

functions of a word processor in classrooms (see, e.g., [9]).

2.1. Teaching word processing in practice

A common opinion concerning word processing is that anybody knows how

to typeset texts. We can agree with it from a certain point of view because, after
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all, everybody uses one or more tools for preparing documents, many of them

read user guides or helps for learning, e.g., how to italicise a word or how to

centering texts. Nevertheless only a few of them want to know more about the

more complex and special capabilities and functions of word processing programs

and the related typographical issues. That is why we should teach word processing

as deriving from typography.

In teaching informatics the role of word processing in our daily life is not

emphasized. The immediate regrettable assumption of this approach is that the

knowledge on word processing is needless, and it is not important to pay attention

on the layout of documents, although it has an essential role in our life during

studies and later, as well ([5]).

2.2. TEX in teaching

The term TEX distribution (or simply TEX) denotes all of the softwares,

tools, program languages, fonts and packages that belong to a highly controlled

typesetting system which follow the ideas, principles and standards evolved by

D. E. Knuth. That is, TEX distributions contain program languages such as

plain TEX, LATEX, pdfTeX, pdfLATEX, METAFONT, MetaPost, Ω, their compilers

and drivers, packages such as AMS-TEX, XY-pic, skak (chess), diagram, and many

tools such as converters. (LA)TEX denotes the program languages of TEX.

TEX is a well-designed typesetting system with many parts that can be

used for typesetting documents made for various purposes. TEX is free for non-

commercial use and can be downloaded from any ctan (see, e.g., [6]).

Because of these reasons, more and more teachers apply TEX in teaching

various subjects: for example, MetaPost is good for teaching geometry (see, e.g.,

[11]), TEX can be applied for preparing documents (textbooks, tests, etc.) for the

purpose of teaching any subject (see, e.g., [12]).

3. Books and online information

on word processing

There are some books on Hungarian typographical recommendations and

many user manuals on word processors.

Books on typography contain general recommendations but only a few ac-

tual references to evaluation. It means that several arithmetic proportions can be

found on adjusting margins (Gyurgyák’s book [7] is a good example for that), but
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there are no actual data on how much the size of the margins for a dissertation

would be if it is to be printed onto A4 paper and bounded in paper. Virágvölgyi’s

book ([16]) which relates typography with certain functions of a typesetting pro-

gram, can be taken as the only good example on connecting typography and word

processor (or typesetting) programs.

Books and helps on word processors published in Hungarian deal with the

functions of software, and do not contain typographical recommendations at all,

generally. For example, it is well demonstrated how to underline words, but not

mentioned that typographical traditions do not allow to underscore words at all

in a normal typesetted text. The only exception is the new Hungarian LATEX

manual [17]) which contains recommendations concerning how to form layouts.

There are some very good and useful online helps on using (LA)TEX (see, e.g.,

the Polish Wirtualna TEX Akademia [8]) but these are based on program lan-

guages. Although, in the contents typographical terms can be found – such as

headings, indentation –, in the section content there are no recommendations for,

e.g., what size the indentation should be, but there is a source code on how to

evaluate such a form. These user’s guides do not contain typographical recom-

mendations at all, and in many cases it is hard to find how to form something

if the name of the command or environment is unknown for the user. The de-

scriptions of additional packages of (LA)TEX for inserting new forms or objects into

a typesetted text (see, e.g., the skak [13] package for typesetting documents on

chess) contain description on how to install and input the packages, and how to

use the commands defined in them – without any recommendation for the layout

of either the whole document or a small part the package.

In general, the problem of using (online) helps and (e-)books on word pro-

cessing or typesetting programs is that they show the program’s capabilities by

its functions solely, that is, they demonstrate how to make a word in italics but do

not say a word about where and in which cases it should be used. For example, it

is well demonstrated how to underline words, though our typographical traditions

do not allow to underscore words at all in a normal text.

In 1998 and 1999, during the evaluation of a project entitled mnews: a Net-

work Information System (see, e.g., [1], [2]), authentic information on different

subjects (among others on typography) had to be collected from the web regu-

larly. The experience of this work was that just a few pages could be found on

typography written in Hungarian, and these pages did not belong to authentic

persons or companies. The conclusion was that it was almost impossible to find
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authenticated information concerning Hungarian typographical recommendations

on the world wide web.

4. Methodology and technical aspects of the course

The online course will reach its main goal if it enables the students to know

the principal typographical recommendations, make them capable to determine

correctly their needs, and to choose and use a proper tool for the given job. To

achieve these objectives, the course should provide some possibilities for forming

layouts of various kinds of documents showing – in parallel – the abilities and the

(present) inadequacies of TEX.

4.1. Curriculum of the course

Here we specify, in brief, the focus points of the curriculum. (For more details

see [3].) Our aim is to introduce all of these components into the online learning

course. (This paper does not deal with those technical issues which concern the

design of online learning frames.)

4.1.1. Typographical recommendations

The curriculum contains the recommendations of those issues of typography

which are useful for students, teachers and many other people for preparing dis-

sertations, booklets, questionnaires, formal letters, slides, curriculum vitae and

broadsides, e.g., invitation cards. The main issues are the following: characteris-

tics of letters (see samples of Figure 1), font types, methods of emphasis, shapes of

paragraphs, shapes and captions of figures and tables, typesetting mathematical

formulas, forms and roles of headings, forms of additional (generated) text such

as table of contents or list of tables, shapes of various parts of pages (margins,

headers, footers, page numbers, etc.), as well as the organization and the shapes

Figure 1. Some characteristics of letters: serifs ([14]) and optical axes ([4])
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1. FEJEZET

Bevezető

AMIKOR A SZÖVEGSZERKESZTÉS szót halljuk, felötlik bennünk
egy szövegszerkesztő program képernyőképe, annak menü-

pontjai, egy műveletsor, olyan tevékenységek, amelyeket a
szövegek szerkesztése közben szoktunk végezni. A szá-

mítógéppel végzett egyre több munka során a szövegszerkesztés ru-
tinná válik, oda sem figyelünk rá, pedig az a világ, ami feltárulkozik
előttünk amikor bepillantást nyerünk a szövegszerkesztési szabályok,
formák rendszerébe, hatalmas, csodálatos és varázslatos. Az, hogy mit
nevezünk szövegszerkesztésnek, egy igen nehezen megfogalmazható
dolog. Mit nevezhetünk már valóban szövegszerkesztésnek, mi az,
amit már inkább kiadványszerkesztésnek mondhatunk, milyen forma-
harmóniák tartoznak ebbe a témakörbe, milyen kapcsolat van a tipog-
ráfia és a szövegszerkesztés között, illetve mi is az a tipográfia, és miért
van rá szükségünk? Ilyen és ehhez hasonló kérdésekkel fog ez a rövid
ismertető foglalkozni.

1.1. Az eszközök

A személyi számítógépek elterjedése, az ezekre írt programok széles
skálája teszi számunkra lehetővé, hogy egyre igényesebb munkát tud-
juk elkészíteni egyre szebb kivitelben. Mivel rendelkezésünkre áll sok
olyan program, amelyekkel szövegeket lehet bevinni és formázni, a
munka elkezdése előtt érdemes elgondolkodni azon, hogy mikor, mi-
lyen feladathoz, melyiket válasszuk a rendelkezésre állók közül. Ezen
programoknak több szintje van attól függően, hogy mire képesek és
mire a legalkalmasabbak. Fussuk át most ezeket!

7

2. A betű, az alapelem

betűk helyfoglalása kicsi, a papírmegtakarítás nagy lesz! Ennek jelleg-
zetes képviselője például a Times és annak különböző változatai.

Könyvek, dolgozatok, levelek ⋄ Ezek írásánál legjobb betűtalpas, le- könyvekhez,

dolgozatokhoz,

levelekhez
hetőleg kerekdedebb, változó vonalvastagságú, finomabb rajzolatú tí-
pust választani. Ennek szép példái a Garamond, Palatino, Bookman,
Schoolbook, Roman különböző változatai. Szépirodalmi művekhez,
levelekhez javasolhatók a reneszánsz és barokk antikva típusok, tár-
sadalomtudományos és műszaki kiadványokhoz, kiadványokhoz pe-
dig a barokk vagy a klasszicista antikva típusok (lásd 2.4. Betűtípu-
sok, 16. o.). Ne feldkezzünk megemlíteni itt a Tótfalusi Kis Miklós
nyönyörű betűtípusát, amely egy tévedés miatt a Janson nevet viseli
([3]). A legalkalmasabb betűvátozat az álló, és tiszta vonalvezetésű,
kivétel lehet ez alól például egy különleges tipográfiájú címlap, ver-
seskötet vagy baráti levél.

Elektronikus dokumentumok ⋄ Ha a szerkesztett dokumentumunkat elektronikus

dokumentumokelektronikusan kívánjuk felhasználni, azaz nem nyomtatásra, hanem
például a weboldalainkra szánjuk a szöveget, érdemes olyan betű-
típust használni, amelyben a betűszemek viszonylag nagyok. A be-
tűszemek nagysága pl. a kis „x” betű alapvonaltól mért magassága. betűszemek

Nyomtatott szövegeknél olyan 9–12 pontos betűket alkalmazunk, me-
lyeknél a betűszemek nagysága a nagybetűk magasságának 40–60%-a.
Ha monitoron akarjuk olvasni a szöveget, akkor jobb, ha ez az arány
60–80%. Egy másik jelentős eltérés a nyomtatott szövegekkel össze-
vetve az, hogy a monitorra készülő szöveget érdemesebb markánsabb
rajzolatú betűkkel szedni, azaz vastagabb vonalvezetésű, azonos, vagy
közel azonos vonalvastagságokat alkalmazó betűket érdemes válasz-
tani. Mindenképpen kerülendő a finom betűtalpakkal rendelkező, vé-
kony vonalakat használó, kis betűszemű betűtípus! Méginkább meg-
szívlelendők ezek a tanácsok, ha sötét háttere világos színnel írunk.

2.7.3. Betűfokozat kiválasztása

A választott betűfokozatnak illeszkednie kell a választott betűtípus- Betűfokozat

megválasztásahoz és betűvátozathoz, hiszen az azonos vonalvastagságú antikva be-
tűk robosztusabb hatásúak, egyesek ténylegesen nagyobbak is, mint betűtípushoz

ahogy azt a 2.6. ábrán láthattuk is. Lényeges, hogy a sorok hosszához sorok hosszához

is igazodjon. Hosszú sorokhoz nem célszerű apró betűt, rövidhez pe-
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Figure 2. Sample pages from [10] and [4]

of various parts (title page, introduction, body, synthesis, conclusion, acknowl-

edgements, bibliography, index, table of contents, appendix) of different kinds of

documents under review.

For demonstrating various layouts, some scanned positive blueprints of books,

journals, advertisements and other documents (see Figure 2) are presented. Show-

ing negative samples are useful for preventing students from using well-known but

rather ugly layouts. (Negative samples will be not presented on the web – avoiding

legal consequences.)

4.1.2. Grammar and special characters of our mother tongue

A well-formed text needs more attention on grammar. Students have to

understand that typo and grammatical errors have stronger interfering effects in

well formed texts. Unfortunately, most of the new books, journals and web pages

on computer science make a number of such errors. The curriculum deals with

the allowed forms of dates, the conjugation rules of foreign words, acronyms and

initial words as well as the shapes and use of special characters (e.g., punctuation

marks, quotes, (round and square) brackets, hyphen, n-dash, m-dash, minus sign,

non-breaking space) of our mother tongue and some other languages.

4.1.3. Tools: program languages and softwares

Students have to get to know the special supports, abilities and insufficiencies

of the applied programs, i.e., an integrated environment and the (LA)TEX program

language(s). For each issue of typography there are web pages that inform the

students if the selected layout can be solved easily or not by TEX and draw their
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attention to the automatisms of special items (e.g., headers, footers, numbering

and positioning figures).

4.2. Main concepts of the online course
concerning the curriculum

The content of the online course has to show good samples for different kinds

of documents, demonstrate recommendations on how to form layouts, suggest

formats for emphasizing special parts of texts (e.g., lists, citations) and some

ways of organization of information in lengthy documents, inform the students

about those forms which are not allowed or recommended by our typographical

traditions.

The online course must emulate the common working habit: users select a

part of a sample document then the related typographical recommendations and

grammatical rules as well as the (LA)TEX source code of the selected part.

4.3. Organization of information

Certain different learning styles have to be supported. Learners should have

the possibility to choose from three ways:

• selecting a sample document and choosing a part of it for looking up the

related typographical recommendations, grammatical rules or (LA)TEX source

code;

• taking a survey of the typographical and grammatical issues as well as the

topics of (LA)TEX step-by-step;

• choosing a (LA)TEX command (environment, etc.) and going to the sample

document which shows the typical use of the command.

A common way for using hypertexts has to be applied, i.e. the related blue-

prints, topics and the definitions of important notions and terms, etc. must be

linked.

4.4. Exercises

We plan to apply two kinds of exercises in the system:

• Students can reproduce sample pages that contain a number of exercises. In

this case the result has to have exactly the same layout as the sample page

does.
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• Students have possibility to choose a document type to be designed and

effectuated by using TEX applying the typographical recommendations and

grammatical rules.

In both cases the source code has to consist of appropriate commands and has

to be clear. During the work students can ask for help or preliminary assessment

from the teacher.

Because TEX has some colourful program languages and students can solve

problems in their own ways, checking the correctness of the source code cannot be

automated, it has to be the teacher’s responsibility, who should help, sometimes

guide the students in their work to find an appropriate way leading to a good

solution.

4.5. Assessments

Assessments should be performed in accepted ways. During a semester for-

mative assessments have to be performed to help the students’ work.

Students can ask questions in e-mails sent to the teacher or to other students,

using an e-mail list. Most of the questions will refer to problems resulting in

compilation errors.

The tests for self-assessment should contain questions concerning the evalu-

ation of special layouts, the theory of low level mechanisms of the programs as

well as how to write or modify macros and style files. The answers for these ques-

tions show well the depth of students’ understanding concerning the problems

and programs.

Self-marking tests has to be used as well. Tests should contain questions on

the most important parts of typography and the grammatical relevancies as well

as on (LA)TEX.

5. Conclusions and perspectives

The general method of teaching word processing is teaching the functions of

a software. Whereas word processing plays an important role in the daily life of

every computer user, this methodology has to be transformed into a typography

centered concept.

Developing an online course on word processing based on typography and

TEX is an up-to-date task. It would help teachers who teach informatics, mathe-

matics or any other subject in secondary schools or in higher education to apply
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typographical viewpoints when teaching word processing, to use TEX in educa-

tion, and to prepare various types of documents in their work with TEX. The

possibilities of displaying and copying source codes would be a big help to those

people who use TEX but are not familiar with TEX programming.

Consequently, such an online system can function as a curriculum for a course

in secondary or higher education as well as a manual and online database during

word processing for anybody, i.e., it can be a good tool for life long learning.

Giving a free access to the online course would help everybody who tries to

find information for typographical recommendations on the web, independently

of the word processor applied.
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